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Hello friends and clients. With nearly 18 million continued unemployment claims and a total of more than
30 million initial claims since mid March, the pace of unemployment is running at nearly triple the previous
forty year peak of 6.6 million continued claims in June 2009.  While the hardest hit regional economies
initially were those that are tourism and travel related, the broader chain reaction of this level of
unemployment through the economy is difficult to envision.  The BLS released preliminary March
unemployment rates at the local level last week showing some interesting early trends and surprises. 
States with energy heavy economies held up in March, although we expect volatility ahead given the
recent downturn in oil prices.  Also still growing were agriculture-related markets such as many smaller
metro areas in the Central Valley of California.  The table below of the top and bottom growth markets in
March (of MSAs with 1 million+ employees) seems almost upside down as the Midwest generally led
growth while several tech-oriented growth markets such as Boston, Austin and Seattle fell into the bottom
ten for job losses. We expect further changes ahead.  One interesting new release from the Census is a
weekly map of new business formations.  You can find it here showing strength in the Southeast.

As we struggle to understand the impact of the pandemic on real estate prices, we are watching the public
markets which historically have correlated somewhat to private market prices in the US with a 6+ month
lead.  REIT markets turned up slightly in April following trends in the broader stock market.  Data centers
continue to be the anomaly with prices up by 15.6% from January to April.  Hotels are down by 40.3%,
similar to shopping centers which are down by 39.1%.  Of the main four property types, industrial has
fared the best, with prices down by only 7.4% since January followed by apartments (-22.7%) and office
(-23.9%).  Dividend yields for these property types remain below 4% on average, but vary widely by firm. 
Conversely, Shopping center dividend yields increased to 8.3% in April from 4.8% in December, a bigger
jump than hotels which rose from 6.9% to 8.3% over the same time period.   

We will be updating these graphs every Monday in the Blog section of our website, www.eigen10.com and
adding new indicators.  The website version also contains 20 year overview charts of typical economic
indicators as well as sources for the below graphs.  Click here for that report.  For more frequent updates,
click follow on my LinkedIn page.

We welcome your feedback and comments.

Regards,
Paige Mueller
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